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INTRINSIC AND EXTRINSIC NON-STOICHIOMETRY 
IN THE LEAD ZIRCONATE~TITANATE SYSTEM 

Robert L. Holman 

Inorganic Materials Research Division, Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory 
and Department of Materials Science and Engineering, 

College of Engineering; University of California, 
Berkeley, California 94720 

ABSTRACT 

An investigation of the range of intrinsic and the nature of ex-

trinsic non-stoichiometry in lead zirconate-titanate (PZT) has been 

conducted. Methods were developed to obtain precise and reproducible 

control of the defect structure. The intrinsic defect structure was 

established by continuously weighing a PZT sample during its vapor phase 

equilibration with a controlled PbO atmosphere provided by constant 

activity multi-phase (CAMP) PZT crucibles. Similar data was obtaiqed 

by performing a modified Knudsen effusion experiment. The extrinsic 

defect structure associated with ionic substitutions into the PZT perov-

skite lattice as well as the kinetics of solution were determined by a 

modified vapor phase equilibration equipment. 

The two different gravimetric experiments led to similar values for 

the Pb1 [] (Ti Zr1 )0
3 

~ single-phase region width at 1100°C -x x y -y -x x 

(x = 0.10 at y = 1.0, x . = 0.016 at y = 0.40). First, the develop-max m1n 

ment of the high and low CAMP crucibles made possible the gravimetric 

vapor phase equilibration of a PZT sample and a PbO atmosphere. Weight 

changes produced in obtaining equilibrium indicated the extent of the 

stoichiometric variations. Second, the modified Knudsen effusion experi-

ment yielded the same width of the PZT single-phase region, as well as 

the relative location of the stoichiometric compound within the region, 
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and complete thermodynamic vapor pressure data. 

By modifying the vapor phase equilibration technique, gravimetric 

analysis was used to study the kinetics of solution of Bi s Nb, La, and Sc 

ions in PZT. Results indicated a lead vacancy defect structure created 

by the substitution of Bi, Nb, and La in the PZT lattice. An oxygen 

vacancy defect structure was found for Sc. All cases studied obeyed 

electroneutrality rules and followed simple predictions of crystal 

. t (B· 3+ d r..a3+ b t• . f Pb2+ Nb5+ S 3+ . che~s ry ~ an su s ~tut~on or ; and c subst~tu-

tion for (Ti,Zr) 4+). 

The production of multi-phase crucibles, in addition to allowing 

gravimetric experiments, afforded atmosphere control and a simple 

processing technique. Thus, it is possible to fabricate PZT materials 

with precise, reproducible, and homogeneous intrinsic or extrinsic 

stoichiometry. 
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I. GENERAL INTRODUCTION 

Polycrystalline lead zirconate-titanate (PZT) ceramics are of com-

mercial interest because of their high dielectric constants, pronounced 

ferroelectric, piezoelectric, and electro-optic behavior, coupled with 

low cost of processing and manufacture. Levi tt1 and Webster et al. 2 

have shown that very significant changes in physical properties can 

result from only slight compositional changes created during processing 

due to the evaporati~n of lead oxide (PbO) at temperatures above l000°C. 

This causes difficulties in the manufacturing of reproducable PZT 

materials of controlled composition. 

The nature of the compositional changes has been investigated by 

several approaches. Northrop3 used gravimetric techniques to study the 

evaporation of PbO from sintered PZT discs. Extensive phase equilibria 

studies (Pb0-Ti02 -Zr02 ) have been conducted by Moon, 4 Fushimi and 
. 6 

Ikeda5 and Ikeda et al. Fushimi 's results indicated a range of PZT 

non-stoichiometry. This·has been supported by the recent sintering 

studies of Atkin and Fulrath.7 

Several attempts have been made to control the compositional changes 

due to PbO evaporation. Jaffe et a1. 8 (1955) sought to inhibit the un-

desirable evaporation of PbO by sintering PZT samples in the presence 

of the PbO atmosphere provided by lead oxide enriched lead zirconate 

discs. This technique has been recently modified by Sno~ who has been 

able to sinter La doped PZT to optical transparency. 10 Dungan et al. 

(1962) used a burial powder of the exact composition of the sample to 

produce the necessary local lead oxide environment. Atkin and Fulrath7 

continued.this approach with improved sintering although stoichiometry 
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variations·were still observed. 

To achieve the high densities required in practical devices, second 

phase impurities are commonly used to enhance sintering. However, 

Weston et a1. 11 and Hardtl and Hennings12 have developed methods that 

suggest that as the impurities react with PZT, in addition to enhancing 

sintering, defect structures and stoichiometric variations are likely. 

The extent to which the impurities react with PZT, as well as the degree 

of simultaneous PbO evaporation, can markedly effect the sample composi

tion and its useful properties (particularly optical13- 17 and elec-

t . 118-26 b h . ) r1ca e av1or . 

Improved methods are required to obtain precise and reproducible 

processing of both pure and impure homogeneous lead zirconate-titanate 

compositions. 

To this end, the present work establishes the extent of both in-

trinsic and extrinsic non-stoichiometry possible in lead zirconate-

titanate. Techniques are presented to measure the width of any PZT 

single-phase region. A procedure is established that allows repro-

ducible and homogeneous processing of any PZT composition to a precise 

and known stoichiometry. 

One experimental technique is modified to allow the determination 

of the valence of any ionic addition in the PZT system and the lattice 

site where it substitutes, while also providing a continuous monitoring 

of the solubility kinetics. This method also characterizes the extent 

of non-stoichiometry created by ionic substitution as a function of . 

time at temperature. 
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II. INTRINSIC NON-STOICHIOMETRY 

A. Vapor Phase Equilibration Method 

1. Introduction 

To date, phase equilibria investigations in the lead zirconate-

titanate system have not clearly established the width of non-stoichio~ 

metric single-phase region. Some extension of the Pb(Ti,Zr)03 phase 

field was suggested by the X-ray studies of Fushimi and Ikeda, 5 and 

Ikeda et a1. 6 Atkin and Fulrath7 observed that small variations from 

the stoichiometric compound, PbTi.sZr.s03, significantly affect the 

sinterability of the material. From this and reaction weight changes 

they have suggested the existence of a rather wide single-phase region. 

It is well known that lead zirconate-titanate compositions lose 

lead oxide readily by evaporation at temperatures above l000°C, and 

that this tendency to decompose may be inhibited by several schemes. 

Dungan et a1. 10 in 1962, approximated an equilibrium environment for PZT 

samples, by burying his samples in a protective powder of the same com-

position. Thus, the sample and the powder were in local atmospheric 

equilibrium, while the outer layers of the burial powder evaporated 

lead oxide. 

However, it is now apparent that the diffusion rate of PbO in 

27 . solid PZT is comparable to the evaporation rate from the surface in 

air. Therefore, if the composition of the atmosphere powder near the 

sample changes with time, non-reproducible and unpredictable deviations 

in the sample's stoichiometry can occur. 
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Dungan's technique can be improved by modifying the composition of 

the atmosphere material. Instead of creating a transient "equilibrium" 

with approximately stoichiometric single-phase PZT powder, multi-phase 

PZT mixt~es of (PZT+PbO) or (PZT+Z+T) may be substituted as the pack-

ing powder for the sample. The principal advantage obtained is that 

for as long as the phases are in equilibrium, a constant lead oxide 

activity is maintained. The evaporation of lead oxide from this atmo-

sphere material can alter the relative amounts of the phases, but as 

long as the phases are present, the PbO vapor pressure will remain con-

stant and predictable at a given temperature. 

Weston et a1.
11 

have shown that weight-change analysis is a 

successful way of studying the impurity induced extrinsic defect struc-

ture in PZT. This approach may also be adapted to characterize the 

extent of the intrinsic defect structure. 

Thermogravimetry, in conjunction with equilibrium atmosphere con-

trol, affords a simple method for the determination of the width of a 

PbTi Zr1 03 single-phase region. Thermodynamically, when a singlex -x 

phase PZT sample has a different lead oxide activity than that provided 

by its environment, transport will occur, via the vapor phase, until 

the PbO activities of the sample and the environment are equal. This 

means that a small sample will either gain or lose PbO until an equilib-

rium activity balance is attained. The composition of the sample will 

then remain fixed for as long as the environment provides the constant 

lead oxide activity. 
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Lead zirconate-titanate constant activity multi-phase (CAMP) 

atmosphere crucibles have been developed that allow both gravimetric 

studies and reproducible and predictable processing ofhomogeneous PZT 

materials .. 

2. Experimental 

a. Technique. A single-phase , high purity and porous Pb(Ti Zr1 )0 3 x -x 

sample is alternately equilibrated with the PbO vapor pressure estab

lished by constant activity multi-phase (CAMP) crucibles fabricated from 

compositions that provide a constant lead oxide vapor pressure within 

them. 

The proposed PbO-Ti02 phase diagram 4 is shown in Fig. la. A 

deviation from perfect lead titanate stoichiometry is assumed. The 

general form of the PbO activity-composition diagram at constant tempera

ture (1100°C) may be drawn28 (Fig. lb). It· is assumed that this type 

of diagram is applicable to the analysis of all Pbo,..('ri zr1 )02 "quasi
x -x 

binaries." Composition A, high PbO CAMP, refers to a two-phase mixture 

of PZT with excess PbO. Composition B, low PbO CAMP, refers to a 

multi-phase mixture of PZT with excess titania and/or zirconia. Com-

position C designates the initial stoichiometry of a single-phase 

sample. The exact location of C is dependent upon the material's 

processing history. 

The sample, activity C, is first equilibrated with the atmosphere 

provided by a high CAMP crucible of composition A. The activity dif-

ference between the sample and .the crucible, assisted by the high vapor 
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Fig. 1. (a) Proposed PbO-Ti02 phase diagram after Moqn,4 and assuming a lead 
titanate region of non-stoichiometry. 
(b) Activity of PbO vs. mole fraction PbO at constant temperature (1100°C) 

for the lead titanate binary. 
Points A and B designate the constant PbO atmospheres provided by the CAMP 
crucibles of these compositions; point C locates the composition and activity 
of the nearly stoichiometric single-phase compound, whereas D and E indicate 
the single-phase boundaries. 
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. ' .,, * pressure of PbO at temperature, causes the ~ample to gain weight (PbO) 

until its activity is raised to equal that within the crucible of PbO 

activity A. This is shown in Fig. 2a. Weight gainwill stop at composi-

tion point D, fixing one side of the single-phase region. The sample 

will continue to maintain this weight for as long as the atmosphere 

\ . 

within the crucible remains at a constant PbO activity. 

Next~ .this sample, now with PbO activity D, is equilibrated with a 

low CAMP crucible of composition and PbO activity B. This new PbO 

activity difference causes the sample to lose weight to the atmosphere, 

until as in Fig. 2b, point E is attained. This point defines the low 

PbO activity side of the single-phase region. Hence, the weight change 

(loss), D toE, should exactly correspond to the molar width of the 

single-phase region. 

By replacing the sample at activity E, in the first crucible of 

high activity A, reversibility may be demonstrated by a weight gain 

exactly corresponding to the previous weight loss. 

b. PZT (CAMP) Crucible Fabrication. The desired crucible composition 

was obtained by homogeneously mixing correct proportions of the reagent 

grade oxides of lead, titanium, and hafnium-free zirconium. Approxi-

mately 300 grams of the selected composition was isostatically pressed 

(30,000 psi) about a tapered stainless steel plug (1-3/4 in. x 7/8 in. 

dia.). Carefully sawing the top of the resUltant shape allowed the 

removal of the steel plug, leaving a formed.crucible and cap. 

*The vapor pressure of PbO above Pb(Ti.sZr.s)03 + zirconia is approxi
mately 5xlo-'+ atm.· at ll00°:c.29 
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Fig. 2. Activity-composition diagrams illustrating two-step 
experiment to determine the width of Pb(Ti Zr
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High CAMP crucibles containing ·excess PbO required f'urther treat-

ment since a liquid phase developed at firing temperatures. This liquid 

phase aided sintering and resulted in densification such that PbO vapor 

transport was restricted. The addition of about 20 vol % of finely 

crushed napthalene crystals provided ample controlled porosity after 

sintering. The papthalene was slowly burned out at 250°C. 

All crucibles were calcined in air for 30 hours at 850°C in clean, 

covered platinum crucibles. X-r~ diffractometer analysis of the cal-

cined crucibles revealed traces of the major lines of PbO or Zr02 or 

Ti02 originally added in excess at 2 mole % to give the multi-phase 

compositions. 

After this.step, the crucibles were soft enough to "finish." The 

tops and bottoms of both the crucible and cap were ground flat by hand. 

A 1/8 in. diameter hole was then drilled through the center of the cap, 

allowing access to the cavity for the platinum wire from a micro~balance. 

Some experimental difficulties were encountered with compositions 

that yield either pure PbTi03 or PbZr03. The calcination of these 

crucible compositions produces a large volume expansion (associated with 

the compound formation) which causes severe cracking to occur. The 

resultant crucibles are too fragile to handle. If crucibles are formed 

from calcined multi-phase powder mixtures, little advantage is realized 

as cracking can occur due to rapid heating or cooling through the 

crystallographic phase transition that occurs at the Curie temperature. 

c. Sample Fabrication. The homogeneously mixed oxides·were combined 

with 30-40 val% napthalene crystals (to provide controlled porosity), 

and the mixture .was isostatically pressed (30,000 psi) around a clean 
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. . 
platinum coil (shown in Fig. 3). The napthalene was evaporated slowly 

(lC 0 /min to 250°C ~ 12 h soak) in air. The pressed sample was then placed 

in a clean covered platinum crucible and calcined for 30 hours at 850°C 

in air. (See Fig. 4.) 

d. The Weight-Change Cell and Apparatus. The positioning of the sample 

in the crucible is diagrammed in Fig. 3. Samples to be used for future 

analysis could be placed within enclosed cavities in the cap as shown 

and removed at temperature without interrupting the gravimetric experi

ment. The TGA assembly, shown in Fig. 5, involved a vertically movable 

Kanthal wound furnace and a continuous!~ recording microbalance. The 

sample was hung from the microbalance by an 8 mil dia. platinum wire 

with a ~hort 16 mil dia. section in the hot zone of the furnace. 

The sample was always weighed, before and after each experiment on 

a separate balance. The TGA platinum sample wire was weighed to deter-

mine the amount of PbO that condensed on it. 

Spectrographic analysis showed that processing had not caused any 

observable contamination. · The major impurities were 0~03% Bi, 0.03% Al, 

0.02% Si, 0.01% Fe, and 0.06% Nb (all as oxide weight percents). 

3. Results and Discussion 

a. Error Reduction and Experimental Control. The use of a PZT CAMP 

crucible as a controlled and constant source of PbO vapor, is subject to 

several apparent errors that must be either minimized or proved negli-

gible. 

First~ the sample could lose PbO by diffusion out the hole provided 

in the crucible .cap. This problem was shown to be insignificant if the 
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XBL 7010-6822 

Fig. 3. Weight-change (CAMP) crucible for thermogravimetry. 
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Fig. 4. Sample and crucible processing diagram-for the 
vapor phase equilibration experiment. 
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FURNACE TUBE 
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r-----:--- REFRACTORY 
. BRICK COLUMN 

EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT 

XBL 7010-6819 

Fig. 5. The experimental arrangement for the vapor phase 
equilibration: experiments. 
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sample was placed deep enough within the crucible. A check was made by 

comparing the weight changes produced by heating control samples equili

brated in both sealed and normal (1/8 in. dia. hole) crucibles. 

Identical results were obtained, indicating the rate of loss of PbO to 

be much slower than its volatilization from the crucible material. 

Also, at operating temperatures the PbO evaporation from the PZT 

material of the crucible will condense on any surface with a temperature 

below that of the furnace hot zone. The platinum suspending wire, a good 

conductor of heat allowed PbO vapor to condense on it, indicating an 

erroneous weight gain. The magnitude of this gain was measured for a 

platinum wire hanging into a typical PZT crucible. The error could be 

reduced to only 5 mg/experiment by minimizing PbO escape (furnace 

chimney effect) and using a thin platinum wire that had previously be

come saturated with PbO. 

A final problem was encountered with the high PbO CAMP crucible 

compositions. These cells were required to provide large amounts of 

PbO to the sample (typically 300 mg). When this PbO vaporized from the 

crucible wall to the sample, it left behind a transient PbO-depleted 

layer to be replenished by PbO diffusion from the bulk of the wall. 

However, the presence of the liquid phase enhanced densification of the 

crucible wall, thereby retarding the PbO diffusivity in the wall. Then 

the PbO evaporation rate from the surface of the wall can exceed its 

rate of replenishment by diffusion. When this occurs, the PbO activity 

in the cell is controlled by the lead-depleted surface layer, resulting 

in a corresponding weight loss of the equilibrated sample that increases 
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with time. This error could not be completely eliminated, but was mini-

mized by increasing the porosity of the CAMP crucible wall, to create 

shorter diffusion paths. 

Low density (high surface area) CAMP crucibles were made, first by 

a napthalene addition during fabrication, and then by painting a mixture 

of PZT and PbO (suspended in isopropyl alcohol) on the, inner walls, 

·prior to the experiment. Sample sizes were made smail enough so that 

weight gains of no more than 150 mg would be expected. Under these con-

di tions, the maximum usable length of a single run at ll00°C was found 

to be 15 hours with the cell maintaining "equilibrium" for 12 hours, 

before a slow sample weight loss (3 mg/hr) could be detected. 

i 
By comparison, the low CAMP c7ucibles showed no degradation after 

more than 1000 hours at a temperature of ll00°C. 
I 

To provide a final check on the validity of this equilibration 

method, the solid state substitutions of bismuth and niobium ions in 

Pb(Ti. 5 Zr. 5 )0 3 were compared with results obtained by a discontinuous 

weight-change method (see Appendix A). These experiments agreed with 

the previous results and provided additional data from which previously 

unresolvable initial reaction kinetics could be interpreted. 

b. The Single-Phase Region- Pb(Ti Zr1 )03. Experiments conducted to x -x 

study the widths of the single-phase region of Pb(TixZr1_x)03 are sum

marized in Table I for ll00°C. A width of 2.5 mole % PbO loss was in-

dicated for Pb(Ti. 5 Zr. 5 )03 at ll00°C. This would imply a total weight 

change of about 150 mg for a 10. gram sample. Several typical weight 

change cycles are shown in Fig. 6 (ll.5 gram sample) illustrating the 

reversibility, and reproducibility of these experiments. Equilibration 
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I 
SAMPLE AT C 1 SAMPLE AT 0 I . SAMPLE ATE 
IN CRUCIBLE A I IN CRUCIBLE B I IN CRUCIBLE A 

I I 

10 lo 
40 

0 
TIME,HRS- 12 36 

I I 

I I 
I I 

AWt= AW2= I 205mCJ 208m(J I 
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I I 
I I I 

XBL 718-7091 

Fig. 6. Weight-change 'tlrs. time at constant temperature (ll00°C). 
These.three experimental curves illustrate the determination 
of the PbTi. ~Zr. 5o3 single-phase width (f1W) and the 
reproducibil1ty of the experiment. The sample weight 
was 11. 5 grams. 
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Table I. Summary of the vapor phase equilibration experiments 
based upon the sample weight changes (T = ll00°C) 

'"-' 

[Pb1 0 (Ti Zr1 )o
3 

¢ ] 
\,' 

· -x x y -y -x x 
). 

y Wt % PbO lost mole % PbO lost X 

0.9 4.01 5.5 0.055 

0.8 3.1 4.2 0.042 

0.65 1.89 2.7 0.027 

0.50 1. 72 2.5 0.025 

0.40 1.08 1.6 0.016 

0.20 1.98 3.0 0.030 

0 indicates a lead ion vacancy 

~ indicates ~- oxygen ion vacancy 

was somewhat more rapid in the low CAMP crucibles than in the high CAMP 

crucibles, probably due to the form of the activity variation with com-

position in the single-phase region. Both equilibration times were 

reasonable provided the sample retained adequate porosity. 

Only a minor temperature dependence of the overall width of the 

single phase region could be detected (for Pb(Ti.sZr.s)03). When the 

temperature was raised to 1150°C, the zone widened about 0.08 mole % PbO 

loss. At 1200°C a similar increase was found. ·Incremental temperature 

lowering narrowed the region. No change in the width was detected when 

temperatures fell :below 870°C, probably because the lowered PbO vapor 

pressure reduced mass transport to an immeasurable rate. 
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c. X-ray Diffractometry 

X-ray diffraction techniques were used to identify the low tempera-

ture PZT phases as a function of non-stoichiometry. 20 Gerson has re-
\J 

ported the low temperature phases for essentially stoichiometric PZT 

compositions. The results do not appear to be constant across the 

single-phase region. Stoichiometric Pb(Ti. 5 Zr.s)0 3 is a tetragonally 

distorted perovskite, while the non-stoichiometric material produces 

diffraction lines corresponding to a mixture of rhombohedral and tetra-

gonal phases, This probably indicates that the non-stoichiometric 

material is located on the phase boundary. A sketch, based on the 

analysis of several other compositions, is provided in Fig. 7. No 

attempt has been made to characterize the Curie temperatUre variation 

across the single.;.phase regions. 

B. knudsen Effusion Experiment 

1. Introduction 

The "vapor phase equilibration," V.P.E., experiment, as described 

in the previous section, measures the width of most lead zirconate-

titanate single-phase regions while affording a unique method of fixing 

the stoichiometry during processing. However, the technique could not 

be applied easily to the solid solution compositions at or quite near 

pure lead titanate or lead zirconate because of the difficulties en-

countered in fabricating the atmosphere crucibles and samples. Hence, 

another approach was taken. 

A variation of the standard Knudsen effusion cell allows for an 

extended interpretation of the vapor pressure data. In fact, a single 

experiment may be designed to yield the width- .of any PZT ·single-phase 
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region, the equilibrium lead oxide vapor pressure data as a function of 

temperature and composition, and the exact location of the stoichiometric 

composition, Pb(Ti Zr1 )Og, within the single-phase region. This is x -x 

possible because only a single component!t30 ' 31 PbO, evaporates, so that 

the composition of the remaining condensed phase changes uniformly, and 

can be so constrained to cross the desired phase boundaries at a constant 

temperature. 

. 28 32-34 In a typical Knudsen expen.ment, ' the sample is sealed within 

a non-reacting cell with a small cylindrical orifice. Ideally, the 

equilibrium vapor pressure builds up within the Knudsen cell at a con-

stant temperature. The orifice area acts as the effective area from 

which the vapor molecules will escape at the equilibrium rate. This 

equilibrium escape rate is inferred from the weight-change of the cell!t 

by means of the Knudsen equation32 (1): 

p = (dw/dt)[2 kT/m] 1/ 2/A W 
0 

where 

(dw/dt) = the weight-loss-rate (miltigrams/hr) of the cell 

T = the orifice temperature in degrees Kelvin 

m = the mass of the effusing specie--taken as only the PbO 

molecule 

A
0 

= the orifice area 

W = the Clausing correction factor for the cylindrical orifice 

k = Boltzman's constant 

In the usual Knudsen effusion method, the vapor pressure is measured 

above a material of fixed composition. However, because the samples in 

this study lose PbO by incongruent vaporization, PbO effusion causes the 

.1; 

·~ 

-· 
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sample composition to change with time. This allows the simultaneous 

collection of phase equilibria information. 

The experimental variation instituted in this study, therefore, 

consisted of initially preparing a well characterized lead zirconate-

titanate plus lead oxide sample, continuing the Knudsen effusion experi-

ment until all the lead oxide is exhausted from the cell, and then re-

cording the weight and analyzing the oxide residue. This technique is 

applicable to any Pb(TixZr1 )03 composition. -x 
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2. Experimental 

a. Sample Preparation. The desired lead zirconate-titanate com-

position was prepared by carefully mixing the pure oxides in the manner 

that was previously described (see Fig. 8). The oxides were mixed with 

the concentration of lead oxide exceeding that of ti tania and zirconia 

by a known amount (4-16 wt %) , to establish the overall sample composi-

tion at a known point within the (PZT+PbO) phase field. This powder was 

calcined in a [PZT+PbO] crucible to allow a brief high temperature soak 

(3 hrs., ll00°C) followed by a longer moderate temperature soak (20 hrs., 

850°C). The powder was lightly re-mixed in a plastic mortar and pestle, 

and screened to remove the particles of less than 400 mesh. 

Alternatively, the oxides were combined first in their stoichio-

metric proportions and calcined at a low temperature in air (840°C, 30 

hrs.) to form the Pb(Ti Zr
1 

)03 compound. Then a precise amount of 
x -x 

lead oxide (4-16 wt %) was added and homogeneously mixed with the PZT. 

The overall composition in either case is located, for example, on 

the lead titanate phase diagram4 shown in Fig. 9. 

The powder was poured into the Knudsen cell to yield a low bulk 

density, which would inhibit sintering. 

b. The Effusion CelL The Knudsen effusion cells were fabricated 

from platinum, chosen for its low reactivity with lead oxide under the 

experimental conditions. Cylindrical cells were machined from 0.5 in. 

diameter rod, creating a cavity approximately 0.4 in. by 1.0 in. The 

cap was machined to the form shown in Fig. 10 and was drilled with a 

thin orifice, .013 in. in diameter, 0.15 in. thick. Appropriate correc-

tions were made for the thermal expansion at a mean experimental 

:• 
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Fig. 8. Processing diagram for the Knudsen sample. 
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temperature (ll00°C) and the Clausing correction for the cylindr{cal 

orifice geometry chosen (0.485). 

Temperature measurements were made by means of a Pt/Pt.gRh.l thermo-

couple, spot welded to the cap, in the manner illustrated in Fig. 10. A 

calibration experiment, with two thermocouples, one welded to the lid, 

and another welded to the bottom of the cell, indicated the temperature 

gradient was less than 0.5C0 for all temperatures of interest. 

The cap and the cell were sealed by heli~arc welding, utilizing a 

platinum shim. The cap design allowed alternate opening and re-sealing 

the crucible for a number of experiments. 

c. The Thermogravimetric Apparatus. The experimental apparatus is 

diagrammed in Fig. 11. The balance used was an Ainsworth Recording 

Balance type RZA-AU-1, which records continuously the cell's weight loss 

in milligrams as a function of time. The system was evacuated by means 

-5 ·-4 of an oil diffusion pump to pressures in the 10 to 10 mm Hg range, 

where the lower limit was determined mainly by the outgassing of the 

extensive amounts of alumina bubble insulation material which was used 

so that the system could also be used for oxygen atmospheres. 

The furnace was an alumina tube with resistance-wound Pt.eRh.2 

element, constructed such that the hot zone had a thermal gradient 

(vertical) of less than lCP over a 3" zone. A permanently placed thermo-

couple was calibrated against the sample temperatures as determined by 

the spot-welded thermocouples as shown in Fig. 11. 

The cell was suspended by a single thermocouple that was insulated 

by a thin, high-purity, dense alumina tube. Fine copper coils were 

employed to mechanically isolate the suspension system while allowing 
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potential measurements of the thermocouple, as shown in Fig. 11. 

In these experiments, the thermocouple on the sample cell was used 

as the controlling thermocouple so that the cell would equilibrate to 

temperature changes rapidly. Provision was made so that this thermo"-

couple could be connected to a potentiometer, when desired, to obtain 

accurate temperature measurements. 

In some experiments a simpler arrangement was used. The cell was 

merely suspended by a 0.020 in. diameter Pt. 9Rh. 1 wire, and the tempera-

ture was calculated from that of the permanently placed thermocouple. 

d. Experimental Procedure. The sample powder was first character-

ized by precise weighing, X-ray diffraction and chemical analysis for 

Pb, Ti and Zr content. The Knudsen cell was loosely filled with the 

powder (approximately 2 grams PZT, 0.40 grams excess PbO), sealed, dried, 

weighed, fitted with a thermocouple, and installed in the system. This 

was followed by a bakeout at 600°C for at least 24 hours to achieve a 

-5 -4 stable background pressure in the 10 to 10 mm Hg range. The cell 

was eqUilibrated and held successively at several different temperatures 

(i.e. 750°C, 800°C, 850°C, 900°C) for times long enough to obtain 

accurate, constant weight-loss rates which indicated the equilibrium 

lead oxide vapor pressures or activities. At the lower temperatures, 

where quite slow weight-loss rates were observed (less than 5 mg/hr), a 

discontinuous recording technique was required to conserve chart re-

corder paper and make the data analysis easier. The weight loss was 

marked at several long time intervals (1-10 hrs/interval). 

Only a small portion of the excess lead oxide in the cell'was ex-

hausted by these preliminary weight losses. The sample, still possessing 
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two phases, was then equilibrated at the ·experimental temperature, ll00°C, 

while continuously recording the weight loss. 

After some time, the loss of PbO significantly altered the sample 

compositions resulting in the formation of first, single-phase PZT, and 

then the multi-phase mixtUre of PZT with titania and/or zirconia. This 

is illustrated along the ll00°C isotherm drawn on the lead titanate and 

lead zirccinate phase diagrams 5 shown in Figs. 9 and 12, and in the 

PbO-Ti02-Zr02 isothermal. ternary phase diagram5 ' 35 reproduced in Fig. 13. 

When two or more phases are in equilibrium, a constant weight-loss rate 

is to be expected. Again, the cell was equilibrated at several other 

temperatures (i.e. 1000°C, ll50°C, 1200°C, 1250°C, etc.), and the con

stant w~ight-ioss rates that are proportional to the PbO vapor pressures 

above the multi-phase compositions were recorded. 

Finally, the cell was held at 1200°C where a moderate and constant 

weight loss was expected until the end of the experiment when all PbO 

had been exhausted from the cell and no further weight loss was observed. 

The cell was returned to room temperature, weighed, opened, and the 

contents weighed, collected, and analyzed. The total observed experi-

mental weight loss should correspond to the amount of lead oxide 

initially in the cell. 

This experiment c.an be repeated for any composition within the lead 

titanate-lead zirconate solid solution system. 

3. . Results and Discussion 

The Knudsen effusion experimental data consisted of the effusion 

generated weight loss of lead oxide from the cell as a function of time 

at a constant temperature. The Knudsen equation applicable to this 
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system is 

p(atm) = 4.675xl0-7(dw/dt)[T]1 / 2;w w = .485 

W = the Clausing correction for a cylindrical orifice. 36 , 37 

No dependence upon the orifice area was found when an orifice diameter 

of 18 mils (doubling the orifice area)· was used for PbO and PbTi03 experi-

ments. 

If the observed rate of weight loss of the cell is constant, so is 

the PbO equilibrium vapor pressure, and the composition of the sample 

lies in a two-phase region. On the other hand, when the rate of weight 

loss is not constant, the equilibrium PbO vapor pressure is changing 

with time. This is the case for the compositions within the single-

phase region. When in a two-phase region, the overall sample composition 

is changing, but the vapor pressure of PbO is not. 

When during the course of the experiment the lead oxide effusion 

causes the sample composition to cross into the PZT single phase region, 

the weight-loss rate observed became non-linear and slower, reflecting 

the reduced lead oxide activity in the sample as it becomes more de

ficient with respect to lead. When the continuous effusion of lead 

oxide caused the appearance of a new second phase (i.e. titania as in 

Fig. 9) the weight-loss rate, and therefore the vapor pressure, will 

become constant once again. Thus, the amount of lead oxide lost during 

the non-linear portion of the weight-loss data will correspond to the 

exact width of the PZT single-phase region with respect to PbO at that 

temperature, or the degree of non-stoichiometry of the compound, as is 

illustrated in general in Fig. 14. 
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Fig. 14. General form of the Knudsen effusion data at a constant 
temperature when the Knudsen sample alters its composition 
through the PbTi Zr1_ 0":! single-phase region. This corresponds 
to the non-linea~ porti~n of the weight-loss vs time curve. 
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This non-linear region is measurable for all lead zirconate-

titanate compositions, is quite reproducible, and is independent of the 

amount and particle size distribution of the sample powder. However, 

screening techniques were always used to remove the smallest particles 

from the distribution. 

Figure 15 summarizes the entire form of the data. The actual re-

sults are summarized in Table II where "mol. a,nd wt. %"refers to tne 

percent lost. They agree closely with the data obtained in the "vapor 

phase equilibration" experiment, see Part II-A. The variation found in 

the width of the PZT single-phase regions is illustrated graphically in 

Fig. 16 in mole % PbO lost from the sample, mole % lead vacancies in the 

sample , and in mole fraction of PbO. This relation is drawn to scale on 

the ternary phase diagram in Fig. 13, the PbTi03 phase diagram in Fig. 9, 

and the lead zirconate phase diagram in Fig. 12. It is seen that both 

the terminal compositions, lead titanate and lead zirconate, possess the 

widest ranges of non-stoichiometry in the system. 

Assuming the rate of weight loss to be proportional to the vapor 

pressure of PbO within the cell at all times, tangents constructed to 

the weight-loss curve allow calculation of the lead oxide vapor pressure 

or activity as a function of composition. The non-linear portion of one 

experiment is expanded in Fig. 17. 

These data, tabulated in Appendix B, allows the graphical integra

tion of the Gibbs-Duhem equation,38- 40 
which yields the corresponding 

activity of titania or zirconia and consequently the free energy of 

mixing as a function of composition through the PZT single-phase region. 

This calculated free energy of mixing is found to have a minimum within 

.• ! 
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Table II. Tabulated results of the "Vapor phase equilibration (v?E)" experiment and the 
Y~udsen ~ffusion (KE) experiment defining the extent of non-stoichiometry or width 
of the PZT single-phase region. 

Pb1_x Dx (TiyZr1-y) ~-X ¢x 

6W SINGLE-PHASE WIDTH SAMPLE COMPOSITION (BOUNDARY) EXPERIMENTAL METHOD 

y WT.% "MOL.% PbO" X MOL.% PbO MOL.%0,4> MOL.% 1i02 MOL.%Zr02 MOL. FRACTION PbO V. PE. K.E. 

1.0 7.36 10.0±1.0 0.100 45.0 5.0 50.0 0 0.474 

0.9 4.01 5.5±0~5 0.055 47. 25 2.75 45.0 5.0 0.486 

0.8 3.1 4.2±0.5 0.042 47.9 2.1 40.0 10 0.490 

0.65 1.89 2.7±0.3 0.027 48.65 1.35 32.5 17.5 0.493 

0.5 1.72 2.48±0.3 0.025 48.75 1.25 25.0 25.0 0.494 

0.4 1.08 I. 6~ 0.2 0.016 49.2 0.8 20.0 30.0 0.495 

0.2 1.98 3.0± 0.5 0.030 48.5 1.5 .10.0 40.0 0.4925 

0 6.1 9.5 ± 1.0 0.095 45.475 4.525 0 50.0 0.475 

FORMULAE USED 

*(I) "MOL% PbO" = NO. MOLES PbO LOST (IOO)= (8W)(MW-PZT) (OO) 
. NO. MOLES PbO IN SAMPLE 223.19 (W5 ) I 

*- > .. 0 .. = (GRAMs PbO Losn CIOO> = c8w> c1oo> 12 WT. Yo PbO - (GRAMS PbO IN SAMPLE) (CW5 )/(MW-PZT)] (223.19) 

"WT.% PbO" = "MOL.% PbO" 

(3) WT.% 5 GRAMS LOST xiOO = 8W XIOO 
SAMPLE WT. Ws . 

(4) MOL.% PbO = ( I;X) (100) MOL. 0k Ti02 = ~ (100) 

MOL.% D,f#> = ~ (100) MOL.% ZrO = (l;y)(IOO) 

(5) MOLE FRACTION PbO = L2L = J-X 
(1-X)+f 2-X 

* 

X 

X X .I X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X 

. 8 W = SAMPLE WT. LOSS 

W5 = INITIAL SAMPLE WT. 

MW-PZT= MOLECULAR WT. 

XBL 726-6457 

"Mol. or wt. % PbO" refers to the peecent lost from sample during experiment. 
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Fig. 16. Variation of non-stoichiometr;y in the lead titanate
lead zirconate solid solution system. 
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Fig. 17. Expanded non-linear portion of the Knudsen cell weight 
loss vs time data (single-phase region).allowing calculation 
of the lead oxide activity variation with composition through 
the single-phase region. 
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the single-phase region implying that the stoichiometric composition is 

not the most stable perovskite. The details of the analysis and the 

computer assisted calculation are presented in Appendix B. This analysis 

was applied to both lead titanate and lead zirconate. The reduced ex-

perimental results for activity as a function of composition are shown 

in Fig. 18 for PbTi03 and in Fig. 19 for PbZr03. The results of the 

free energy of mixings dependence on composition is offered for both 

materials in Fig. 20. 

In addition, each experiment generates lead oxide vapor pressure 

data for the multi-phase regions that bound the non-stoichiometric com-

pound. The results that are obtained compare favorably with those 

reported by Hardtl and Rau29 for the (PZT+Z) phase field. 

Pure lead oxide was used as a calibrating material since it has 

been extensively studied and is the only vapor species of consequence in 

30 31 the system. ' However, some minor experimental difficulties were 

encountered that were associated with the formation of the lead oxide 

liquid at the temperatures of interest (850°C-1200°C). To determine if 

it was condensation and re-evaporation of lead oxide that was creating 

the difficulty, the hot stage of a scanning electron microscope was 

employed. A small model Knudsen cell was fabricated containing the 

same orifice geometry as the actual experimental cells, and pure PbO 

powder was placed in it. 

The scanning microscope revealed that as the temperature was in-

creased towards the melting point of PbO, some of tiE loosely packed 

powder expanded towards the orifice, and upon melting, wetted the orifice 

and outside of the cap. However, these effects could be virtually 
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Fig. 18. Lead oxide and titania activity as a function of 
composition in the lead titanate single-phase region as 
determined from analysis of the Knudsen effusion data and a 
graphical integration of the Gibbs-Duhem equation (see 
Appendix B) • 
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Fig. 19. Lead oxide and zirconia activity as a function of 
c:omposition in the lead zirconate single-phase region as 
determined from analysis of the Knudsen effUsion experimental 
data and a graphical integration of the Gibbs-Duhem equation 
(see Appendix B). 
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Fig. 20. The free energy of mixing PbO and either Ti0
2 

or Zr0
2 

as 
a function of composition in either the lead titanate or ~he 
lead zirconate single-phase region. 
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eliminated by pre-melting the PbO powder in the unsealed Knudsen cell. 

Using this approach, there appeared to be only a transient plugging of 

the orifice, that readily disappears upon temperature eqUilibration. 

This is shown in Fig. 2l(a) and (b). When the experimental technique, 

found to eliminate significant PbO liquid loss, was applied to the actual· 

Knudsen experiment, vapor pressure data were obtained for pure lead 

oxide that are in excellent agreement with the thermochemical data as 

tabulated by Kubaschewski et a1. 41 and JANF ta.bles, 42 and in fair agree

ment with the lead oxide standard used by Ha.rdtl and Rau. 29 The results 

are graphically compared in Fig. 22. The raw data is sUmmarized in 

Appendix C. 

The lead oxide vapor pressures obtained for the PZT composition in 

equilibrium with either the lead rich liqUid phase or the oxide solid 

phase, are presented in Figs. 23 and 24. The analytical vapor pressure 

expressions, the enthalpy, entropy, and the standard deviations are 

reported in Table III. (The data points were least squares fitted to 

the linear form, lnp = A( 1/T)+B.) 

Because PbO is the only significant vapor species in the PbO-Ti02-

Zr02 system, it is expected that a second law analysis of the Knudsen 

effusion vapor pressure data should yield equivalent values for the 

entropies of vaporization. This is observed (Table III) for PbO, 

Entropy and enthalpy are defined assuming a composition that is 

invariertt with temperature. Entropy correlation cannot be expected for 

PbTi03+liquid or PbZr03+liqU:id, as the lead rich liquid compositions 

change appreciably with temperature (see Figs. 9 and 12). Consequently, 
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(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

XBB 726- 3502 

after 4 min. 
at 900°C 

after 6 min . 
at 900°C 

after 9 min . 
at 900°C 

Fig. 21. Scanning El ectron Microscope (SEM ) 
photographs of a Knudsen cell containi ng 
pure PbO in a hot stage [0. 01 3 in. ori fi ce 
diameter]. 
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determined by the Knudsen Effusion experiments. (This data 
is least squares fitted to a linear form and 'is compared to 
the thermochemical data and the results of another Knudsen 
experiment ) • 
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Fig. 24. Log (lead oxide vapor pressure) vs. 1000/T°K for 
lead zirgonate in equilibril!m with a lead rich liquid 
and with zirconia. The results are compared to those 
for pure lead oxide. 
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Table III. Tabulation of linear least squares fit to the Knudsen Effusion experiments 
(seeAppendix C). 

KNUDSEN- SAMPLE Ll NEAR LEAST SQUARES FIT SECOND LAW ANALYSIS 
COMPOSITION A 8 ENTHALPY ENTROPY 

PbO -2. 916xi0 4 17.405 -5.795xi04 34.59 
o-=9.07 X 102 a-= I. ax lo3 a-= 0.788 a-= 1.56 

* -2.64XI04 14.70 -5.255 Xl04 29.21 
PbZr03 + PbO(t) U= 4.47X 102 o-=0.359 U= 8.89 XIQ2 o-=0.714 

* PbTi03+. PbO(t) 
-2.25 X 104 10.75 -4.4 71 X J04 21~36 

0' = 5.13 X 102 o-=0.424 U: 1.02 X 103 o-=0.843 

PbZr03 + Zr02 55 

-31.86 X JQ4 16.75 -6.33 X J04 33.29 
U= 9.75XIQ 2 o-=0.734 . U= 1.94XI03 U= 1.45 

PbTi03 + Ti02 
-3.64 Xl04 17.89 -7.23 Xl04 35.55 

' ss U= 9.18 XJ0 2 o-=0.648 U= 1.82 XJ03 a-= 1.289 

LEAST SQUARES FIT TO KNUDSEN CELL DATA OF FORM: 

Jn PPbO .= A (1/T) + 8 A = ~H/R 8 = ~S/R 

a-= STANDARD DEVIATION 

X8L 726 6456 

Second Law constants are not tnue enthalpy or entropy. 
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I 

I 

I 
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constants reported in Table III for these cases do not correspond to 

true entropies or enthalpies. 

The composition of the vapor is assumed to be essentially monomer. 

Small amounts of dimer and trimer lead oxide in the vapor above pure con

densed lead oxide30 introduce small error~, but these are not believed 

to be important. The raw experimental data are summarized in Appendix C. 

It is informative to plot the lea.d oxide activity of PZT in equili

brium with lead rich liquid as a f{mction of temperature (Fig. 25) and 

the Pb(Ti Zr1 )03 composition, as shown in Fig. 26. While the results x -x 

for PZT in equilibrium with titania and/or zirconia are in good agreement 

with those reported by Hardtl and Rau ,29 Atkin and Fulrath 1 s 7 approxima-

tion of PbO activity of ~ZT plus lead rich liquid compositions ~hich 

assumed the applicability of Raoult 1 s law for the liquid based on the 

phase equilibria information reported by Fushimi and Ikeda,5 is found to 

be in error. The actual activity coefficients as calculated from the 

present experimental data, deviate substantially from Raoult 1 s law~ 

They are plotted as a function of composition in Fig. 27. 

Finally, by evaporation of all the lead oxide from the Knudsen cell, 

and by carefully weighing and analyzing the sample residue that is left 

in the cell, it was possible to locate the stoichiometric PZT composition 

relative to the boundaries of its single-phase region. 

This is accomplished'as follows: 

w. : the amount of titania and/or zirconia residue that is left 
r 

in· ·the cell at. the end of the experiment in grams 

wPbO = the total amount of PbO that vaporizes from the· cell during 

the e:xperiment in grams 
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0.01 

XBL 726-6442 

Fig. 25. Lead oxide activity as a function of reciprocal 
temperature (1000/T°K) for all experimental Knudsen 
effusion vapor pressure data: 

aPb0 (PZT) = PPbO (PZT)/PPb0 (pure). 
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0 EXPERIMENTAL 
~ CALCULATED 

0~------~----~~------~--------._ ______ _ 
PbZr03 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 PbTi 0 3 

Fig. 

XBL 726-6437 

26. Lead oxide activity as a function of P)!I{Tixzr1_x)O 
when the PZT compound is in equilibrium with a lead ric~ 
liquid: 0 - refer to experimentally determined points, 
X - refers to extrapolated points. 
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0.1 L---1----L-__l_ _ _J.__.J...___.....JI,._.:........L _ _...__--1----..J 

PbTi03 

Pb(Ti, Zr) 0 3 SATURATED WITH PbO 

X8L 726-6434 

Fig. 27. The activity coefficient of lead oxide as a function of 
PbTi Zr1 o3 composition at ll00°C and l200°C, calculated 
fromxthe-~xperimental Knudsen data showing a deviation from 
Raoults law. 
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x =the wt% PbO·in the perfectly stoichiometric PbTi Zr
1 

0 3 z · -z 

y 

s,ample 

= the wt % (Ti Zr1 )02 in the perfectly. stoichiometric z -z 

Pb(Ti Zr
1 

)03 sample 
z -z 

/1w = the width of the single-phase region (milligrams) as deter-

mined from the non-linear portion of the weight loss vs. time 

curve 

w' = the amount of PbO (milligrams) that vaporized from the cell 

between the end of the single-phase region and the completion 

of the experiment 

T = the weight of perfectly stoichiometric Pb(Ti Zr
1 

)03 that is . z -z 
formed by reacting PbO with the titania and/or zirconia 

residue 

P = the weight of PbO (grams) that is required to react with the 

w (mgs) of (Ti z. r 1 )02 to form the perfectly stoichiometric r . z -z 

compound. 

(y)(T) = wr; so T = (wr)/(y); therefore P :::: (x) (t) = (x)(wr)/(y). 

Hence, if the experiment was done carefUlly, (w'+l1w):;:::~w', and P 

grams locates where the stoichiometric composition should be relative to 

the boundaries of the single-phase region, as illustrated in Fig. 28. 
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O.~ _________________ T_IM __ E~,_H_O_U_R_S __________________ ~ 

w' 

WPbo 
l 

CONSTANT TEMPERATURE 

p 

l _ 
P - LOCATES STOICHIOMETRIC COMPOSITION 

D.W- WIDTH OF SINGLE- PHASE REGION 

Wp- TOTAL AMOUNT OF PbO IN CELL 

XBL 726-6451 

Fig. 28. The entire Knudsen Effusion Experiment conducted at a 
constant temperature illustrating the calculation of the 
location of the perfectly stoichiometric Pb(Ti Zr

1
_ )o

3 compound relative to the determined boundariesxof its 
single-phase region. 
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IIL EXTRINSIC NON-STOICHIOMETRY 

1. Introduction 

Small additions of other oxides to lead zirconate-titanate have been 

reported to affect the electrical properties, sintering kinetics, and 

grain growth. .Bismuth and niobium have been shown to act as sintering 

aids, and to improve the ferroelectric behavior. · Lanthanum has markedly 

enhanced the sinterability of PZT ceramics. Haertling and Land13 , in-

corporating lanthanum in the presence of a lead oxide liquid phase, have 

produced optically transparent material by hot pressing, while Snow9 has 

achieved similar results by sintering. Very interesting optical switch

ing devices have been produced from this material. In addition, Lee43 

has demonstrated that scandium can convert the ferroelectric characteris-

tics of PZT to an anti-ferroelectric-like behavior. 

To generate commercially useful devices, reproducibility of results 

must be assured, which.implies that the processing kinetics must be con-

trolled. It appears that to explain the reported results correctly, one 

must understand the kinetics of the incorporation of the Bi, Nb, La, and 

Sc ions into the perovskite lattice, their location in the lattice, and · 

the defect structure that is generated. Consequently, an experiment was 

developed that provided direct observation ·or the mechanisms. 

By.maintaining proper atmosphere control, thermogravimetry may be 

used to study the continuous weight changes caused by the reaction 

between any second phase oxide addition with lead zirconate-titanate. 

In this analysis, the number of titanium and/or zirconium ions dis-

tributed on the B-site of the perovskite lattice is constant due to the 

extremely low vapor pressure of these species. However, the lead ion 
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concentration is free to adjust itself by means of equilibration with a 

surrounding lead oxide atmosphere. Hence, should a cation diffuse into 

the A-sublattice, some lead ions would be released, keeping the ratio of 

A-sites to B-sites at unity. If a cation diffused into the B-sublattice, 

the total number of B-sites would be increased, and additional lead ions 

would be obtained from the atmosphere, again holding the A/B site ratio 

at unity. This type of reaction weight-change analysis was first demon

strated by Weston et al. ,11 who determined the substitutional lattice 

3+ site of Fe in lead zirconate-titanate by weighing a sample containing 

iron oxide before and after a long high temperature firing. 

However, this method may be further refined to reveal the va~ency 

of the substituted cation and the active charge compensation mechanism. 

Also, thermogravimetry has the advantage of continuously recording both 

the weight-changes caused by the ionic substitution, including the de-

velopment of any dominant, though transient, second phases, at the 

temperature of interest. 

Thus, divalent ion substitutions on the A-sublattice and quatra-

valent ion substitutions on the B-sublattice of the perovskite require 

only equivalent amounts of PbO lost or gained from the original compo-

sition. However, trivalent ion substitutions on the A-sublattice and 

pentavalent substitutions on the B-sublattice require an additional 

mechanism to neutralize the charge imbalance created. This neutralization 

may be accomplished in several ways. Excess positive charge may be 

neutralized by: 

(a) creation of lead vacancies (reduction in the number of lead 

ions on lead sites) 
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(b) reduction of Ti and/or Zr to trivalent species 

(c) distribution of the substituting ions on both A and B lattice 

sites 

(d) creation of B-si te vacancies--theoretical number of B sites are 

increased with no change in the number of Ti and/or Zr ions. 

The reduction of tita.nia and/or zirconia may be dropped from further 

consideration as it has been shown that reduced lead titanate turns black 

and becomes a good semi-conductor; no color or conductivity change was 

observed under present experimental conditions. If the ions to be in-

vestigated are selected such that their ionic radii closely match either 

the A or the B site radius, it should be unlikely that a distribution 

would result without grossly perturbing the perovskite crystal structure. 

Useful data of Shannon and Prewit
44 

are presented in Table IV. 
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Table IV. Ionic Radii 

Perovskite 
2+ 4+ 2-

A B o
3 

Effective Radius Probable PZT Lattice 
Ion C.N. 0 Site (A) 

Pb2+ 12 1.49 A 

Ti4+ 6 0.605 B 

zr4+ 6 0.72 B 

Bi3+ 8* 1.11 A 

Bi5+ 6 0.74 B 

Nb3+ 6 0.70 B 

Nb5+ 6 0.64 B 

La3+ 12 1.32 A 

Sc 3+ 6 0.73 B 

* Highest C.N. tabulated. 

Therefore, it is expected that either (a), the creation of lead 

vacancies, or (d), the creation of B-site vacancies, or some combination 

of these serve to neutralize the charge. These possibilities are 

analytically stated by equations (1) and (2). 
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(1) The complete substitution of M3+ ions on the lead sublattice 

-[(a) 
[Pb(Ti,Zr)o

3 
+ xM01.

5
] 

(b) 

(a) [ (Pb1 l 
5 

0 
5 

M )(Ti,Zr)0
3

] + 1.5x PbO -.x .xx v 

lead vacancy charge compensation 

(Ti,Zr) vacancy charge compensation 

(2) The complete substitution of M5+ ions on the (Ti~r) sublattice 

+--c(a) 

Pb(Ti ~r)o3 + xM02 •
5 

(b) 

lead vacancy charge compensation 

(Ti,Zr) vacancy charge compensation 

Hence the final weight change observed will suggest which model is more 

appropriate. The stoichiometric sample containing the trivalent sub-

stituent compatible with the lead sublattice will either show a weight 
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loss corresponding to .75x moles of lead oxide or l.5x moles of lead 

oxide. If a weight loss between these values is obtained, it is possible 

that both charge compensating mechanisms are operable. Similarly, 

samples containing the pentavalent B-site substituent should exhibit a 

weight gain of lead oxide of either .5x moles or l.25x moles of lead 

oxide. 

Another situation is created by the substitution of a trivalent ion 

on the (Ti ,Zr) B-sublattice. In this case there is a deficiency of 

positive charge which must be neutralized. Neutralization may be 

accomplished by the removal of oxygen ions (i.e. the creation of oxygen 

vacancies), or by an increase in the lead ion concentration, reduction 

of lead vacancies. If an increase in lead ions is required to make up 

for the charge deficiency, a weight gain should be observed equal to 0 •. 5 

moles of PbO in addition to the x moles of PbO required by the direct 

substitution. When oxygen vacancies form, the sample weight gain of 

x moles PbO is the only change that will be detected. These situations 

are illustrated by Eqs. (3a) and (3b). 

(3) The complete substitution of M3+ on the (Ti,Zr) sublattice 

-[

(a) 

Pb(Ti,Zr)o
3 

+ xM01 •
5 

+ 

(b) 

(a) xPbO -+ Pb
1 

(Ti,Zr,M )o
3 3 5 

~ 
5 V +x X + X-, X • X 

oxygen vacancy charge compensation 

(b)l .. 5xPbO -+ Pbl+ + 
5 

0 I· 5 (Ti,Zr,M )o3. 
V X • X -. X X 

reduction of lead vacancies 

I = the intrinsic vacancy concentration. 
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The sample weight chapges that might be expected are summarized in 

Table V. 

Ion 

fi2+ 

Table V. Possible Ionic Substitution Reactions 

[PZT+y/2 (metal oxide)] sample 

Weight Change 

8 y PbO (loss) 

8 -b PbO (loss) 

8 y PbO (loss) 
( · 8 . 75y PbO vacancies) 

(±) y PbO (gain) 

(±) y PbO (gain) 

(±) y /2 PbO (gain) 
( (£) 1. 25y PbO vacancies) 

(±) y PbO (gain) 

8 ~ PbO (loss) 

Mechanisms 

A-site substitution 

A-site substitution 
lead vacancy charge comp. 

A-site substitution 
B4+ reduction or B4+ vacancies 

B-site substitution 
oxygen vacancy charge comp. 

B-site substitution 

B-site substitution 
lead vacancy charge comp. 

B-site substitution 
B4+ reduction or B-vacancies 

A-site substitution 
lead vacancy charge comp. 

Gravimetric analysis in a controlled PbO atmosphere was made pos-

sible by the fabrication of multi-phase lead zirconate-titanate crucibles 

that establish a constant equilibrium lead oxide atmosphere and effec-

tively isolate the sample being weighed. The crucible composition 

established the lead oxide activity of the sample's atmospheric environ-

ment. It is important that the weight changes measured are associated 
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only with the reaction with the second phase addition. The intrinsic 

stoichiometry must not change during the experiment. This could be 

assured by fixing the stoichiometry of the lead zirconate-titanate sample 

prior to the addition of the dopant. 

If a crucible was fabricated of a (PZT + Z + T) composition, and a 

"stoichiometric" mixture of PbO, Ti02 and Zr02 was placed in it, the 

high-temperature calcination established the equilibrium composition for 

the powder. This is implied in Fig. 2(b). If any further heat treat~ 

ment of this powder was done within this same crucible, no PbO exchange 

would be expected for the powder with the atmosphere provided by the 

crucible. 

Alternately, this experiment could be conducted with a crucible, or 

burial powder, which has the identical single-phase composition as the 

sample. However, as the crucible loses PbO and its composition changes, 

the weight change data would vary in an unpredictable manner. 

2• Experimental 

High purity PbO, Ti02, and Hf-free Zr02 were homogeneously mixed in 

their stoichiometric proportions in the manner discussed in the pre

vious section. This powder was then divided into two portions: (a) to 

be fabricated into crucibles, and (b) to be fabricated into samples. 

The crucible fabrication and calcination techniques were identical to 

those discussed in the previous section, and are summarized in Fig. 29. 

The sample powder was poured into the crucible, covered, enclosed within 

an outer platinum crucible, and calcined for 20 hoUrs at 850°C in air, 

followed by a 3 hour soak at 1100°C, to achieve vapor phase equilibration 

with the atmosphere provided by the crucible. Then the sample powder of 
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PbO + X Ti02 + (1- X) Zr 02 

MIX-24 HOURS 

ISOPROPYL ALCOHOL /TEFLON BALLS 

ADD 
5 WT.% 

[xTI02 + {l-x)Zr02] 

HEAT 

20 HRS, 850 °C 
3 HRS, 1100 °C 

PLACE SAMPLE 
POWDER IN CRUCIBLE 

COLD PRESS 
PELLET (20gm) 

...._ __ VAPOR PHASE EQUILIBRATE--'----' 
1100°C 

XBL726-6459 

Fig. 29. Processing diagram for the study of the 
ionic substitutions in lead zirconate-titanate 
by gravimetry and vapor phase equilibration. 
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fixed stoichiometry was suitably modified with the second phase oxide 

additions of interest. In this st~dy, 0.5, 1.0, and 2.0 mole % quan

tities of Bi01.s, Nl::>02.s, Sc01.s and La01.s were chosen. In addition, 

samples containing excess PbO or (Ti,Zr0)02 were included. 

It is critical that the samples contain as much open porosity as 

possible to assure rapid equilibration with the atmosphere. To achieve 

this result, approximately 7 wt % napthalene crystals were mixed into 

the sample. Pellets were cold-pressed in a 3/4" steel die. A 30 mil 

hole was drilled th.rou~h each pellet to allow the suspension of the 

sample by a platinum•wire. Alternatively, some samples were isostatically 

pressed about a.platinum coil, as is shown in Fig. 3. 

The pellets were then raised at 10°/min in air to 450°C, held there 

for 24 hours, and fUrnace cooled to burn out all the napthalene. 

The sample suspended from a gravimetric balance was then positioned 

within the same PZT crucible that was first used to calcine the powder, 

and heated to the desired temperature (1100°C). 

The crucible cap was designed in such a way that cavities were 

created to enclose samples identical to the sample being weighed. Thus, 

at any time during the experimental run the furnace could be opened, and 

the extra sample removed for destructive analysis (X-ray diffraction, 

chemical analysis, microscopy, D.T.A. etc.) without interrupting the 

gravimetric experiment. 

The experimental arrangement was identical to the one discussed for 

the measurement of the single-phase width (Fig. 5). 
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a; Bismuth 'and Niobium. The samples containing bismuth and niobium 
+ I',: 

were selected a.s experimental controls.~ Crystal chemistry considerations 

present a strong .case for assuming that .tri val~nt bismuth will substitute 

for lead and pentavalent niobium will substitute for titanium/zirconium. 

Preliminary expe.rim~nts27 conducted using a buria:L powder of the same 

composition as the ~ample, confirm this hypothesis (these results are 

summarized in the Appendix A). 

The present results are shown in Fig. 30(b) and 3l(b) for 1.0 mole % 

additions of.MO to samples of approximately the same weight. The 
X 

equilibrium results (!learly indicate total Bi 3+ substitution for Pb2+ 

arid Nb5+ substitution· for (Ti,Zr) 4+ with both requiring lead vacancy 

charge compensation. However, in both cases, weight gains are observed 

which are significantly larger than reported in earlier data referred 

to in Appendix A. 'This is particularly interesting for the case of 

Nb20s substitution •. It is suggested that the refractory niobia particles 

(initially at ~b0=0) reacts with the lead oxide obtained from the 

atmosphere (constant 8pbo=0.280), forming layers of complex lead niobates 

as equilibrium condit.ions are approached. 
. 4 

The PbO-Nb20s phase diagram 5 

is reproduced in Fig. 32(a). No sample weight losses were observed 

.· * until the sample had shown a 1.4 wt % gain of PbO. At this point the 

Nb20s-PbO composition is. 83 .mole% PbO, 17 mole % Nb20s which creates 

about 1.5 val. % second phase. From the phase diagram it may be seen 

* wt% 
= PbO gain (grams) 

sample wt • . (grams ) 
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Fig. 30. Continuous weight change vs. time at ll50°C of a PbTi. 5Zr. 5o3 sample containing 
1 mol.% bismuth o~ide (Bio1 •5 ): (a) lead oxide atmosphere provided by a stoichiometric 
PbTi. 
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CONTINUOUS WEIGHT CHANGE 
liS. 

TIME AT 1150°C 

1% Niobium [PbTi.5 Z~5 03 + .005 Nb205 ] 

(a) 

OL-....,.-----1----1..--.....L.--...--'----.L--.....__. __ ---L., __ --'-__ _. 

0 10 2 0 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 
TIME, HOURS AT 1150°C 

XBL 70i0~61l25 A 

Fig. 31. Continuous weight change vs. time at 1150°C of a 
PbTi 5 zr 

5
oi sample containing 1 moL% niobium oxide (Nbo2 5

): 
(a) "I.eaa oXide atmosphere provided by a stoichiometric • 
PbTi 5zr s?_i_crucible (b) lead oxide atmosphere provided 
by a "Iow.:.C.Al\'1P1<:cruc i ble. 
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that at this composition (located by the dotted line) a liquid phase 

may have formed. 

Mechanistically, liquid formation is possible since the amount of 

Nb 5+ ions that diffuses into the PZT lattice is at least partially con-

trolled by the area of solid-liquid contact. Initially, the homogeneously 

dispersed refractory particulates have a very small contact area with the 

PZT particles. As these particulates gain PbO from the atmosphere, they 

increase in volume, but still exist primarily as solid particles. The 

surface contact area is still insufficient to observe signs of diffusion. 

Wheri the liquid phase forms, it spreads out, covering large areas of PZT 

surface, and Nb 5+ diffusion is enhanced. As Nb 5+ leaves the liquid, its 

lead oxide activity is momentarily greater than that of the atmosphere. 

Hence, additional PbO leaves the liquid, and the partially open system. 

It should be re-emphasized that because the PZT sample powder particles 

are in equilibrium with the atmosphere as a result of the pretreatment 

described, no non-stoichiometry weight changes are expected. Therefore; 

only the niobia contributes to the observed weight changes. 

A similar situation is observed in the bismuth modified system, 

except that the liquid phase forms from the outset (Bi203 melts at 

825°C). However, as the PbO dissolves, increasing the lead oxide 

activity of the liquid, the liquid volume increases while liquid vis-

cosity may be decreasing. When about .615 vol. % or .735 wt % liquid is 

attained, Bi3+ diffusion becomes apparent. 

b. Lanthanum and Scandium. This work was primarily undertaken to 

investigate the kinetics of solution of the lanthanum and scandium 
... 

oxides .. The reaction weight-change data is presented in Fig. 33(b) and 
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Fig. 34(b) for data representative of 1.0 mole% La01.s and 1.0 mole% 

Sc01•S respectively. 

For the lanthanum substitution, no initial weight gains are observed. 

However, the rate of equilibration is seen to be quite dependent upon the 

incqrporation of a maximum amount of binder to control porosity. 

Fig. 33(b) demonstrates this effect, where (b-dotted) describes the data 

of a sample which was sintered simultaneously without binder, and 

(b-solid) describes the data of an identical sample containing approxi-

mately 7 wt % napthalene. In addition, it was observed that the smaller 

the sample in volume, the more rapid the equilibration. 

It is possible that the PbO-La203 liquid phase that forms (see the 

phase diagram reproduced in Fig. 32(c)) 46 is not as viscous as either 

the pure Bi203 liquid or its dilute solution with PbO. \ Hence, the 
\ 

lanthana liquid may be able initially to cover a much larger surface 

area, such that the diffusion of the La3+ ions into PZT can proceed at a 

greater rate. In addition, it is possible that the lead oxide activity 

in the (La2 0 3+Pb0)
1

. could be high enough so that it is initially 
~q. 

nearly in equilibrium with the atmosphere. In either event, the diffu-

sion of La3+ proceeds gradually until an equilibrium is reached corres-

. 3+ b p 2+ . t ponding to a total La su stitution for b v~a a to al lead vacancy 

charge compensation mechanism such as was detailed by equation l(a), for 

all doping levels studied. 

As a result of study by a different technique, it has recently been 

47 48 reported, ' that for low doping levels, lanthanum ions substitute on 

the lead sublattice of lead titante, and that charge compensation is 

accomplished by A-site vacancies. In addition, it was determined that 
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(a) 

Sc -t- 3/ (Ti Zr )4+ PREDICTED 
(b) 

10 

CONTINUOUS WEIGHT CHANGE 
vs. 

TIME AT 1150°C 

I% Scandium [PbTi.5 Zr. 5 0 3 + .005 Sc20 3 ] 
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Fig. 34. Continuous weight-change vs. time (hours) at 1150°C of a 
pre-treated PbTi Zr 0 sample containing 1 mol. % 
scandium oxide (S6o ·;)~ (a) lead oxide atmosphere provided by 
a stoichiometric Pb~i 

5
zr ~0~ crucible, (b) lead oxide atmosphere 

provided by a.Jlow CAMP cru(!il:Sle (b-dotted) sample contains no 
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for the higher doping levels 47 (greater than 5 mole %) , while La 3+ 

substitutes for Pb
2
+, charge compensation is best explained by a dis-

tribution of A-site and B-site vacancies. The same workers have recently 

extended this analysis to PbTi. sZr. s03 for the high doping levels . 12 

Finally, experiments were conducted to characterize the addition of 

Sc 2 0 3 • From crystal chemistry considerations it is .deduced that scandium. 

illustrates a trivalent substitution on the (Ti,Zr)
4

+ sublattice, but 

that the substitution occurs with either decreased lead vacancy or in-

creased oxygen vacancy charge compensation, as described in equation 

3(a). The data obtained supports this conclusion and indicate clearly 

that oxygen vacancies (3(a)) are formed to neutralize the charge. This 

is illustrated in Fig. 34. 

In this case the initial weight gain is believed to occur in the 

manner described for niobia. 

c. Lead Oxide and (Ti,Zr)Q2 • As an additional control, samples 

containing known excesses of either PbO or (Ti,Zr)O:.t were equilibrated 

with the atmosphere crucible at ll00°C. The results were as expected: 

a sample containing excess lead oxide did not·· show any weight change 

when equilibrated in a crucible composition of PZT + PbO. A sample con-

taining excess titania + zirconia also remained the same weight when 

equilibrated with a crucible composition of PZT + Z + T. However, when 

the excess quanti ties were below l. 0 mole % and were added to PZT powder 

slightly off stoichiometry and the crucibles were fabricated of a com-

position identical to the PZT sample powder, the samples lost the excess 

PbO or gained an amount of PbO equal to the excess (Ti,Zr)02. 
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d. The Atmosphere. The method of equilibrium atmosphere control 

used in these studies is far more accurate and reproducible than the 

"disc" technique used by Weston et a1. 11 after the earlier work of 

8 Jaffe et al. Weston's samples were sintered in the presence of lead 

zirconate discs. It has been shown in Part II.B. that stoichiometric 

lead zircoilate (PZ) maintains the highest lead oxide vapor pressure in 

the PZT system. Thus, a positive pressure is established between the 

surrounding atmosphere, determined by pure PZ, and the PZT sample, which 

results in misleading weight gains. 

If large quantities of lead zirconate are provided, it is clear that 

there is no PbTi Zr
1 

03 sample that can equilibrate with the atmosphere, x -x 

unless a liquid is formed. This conclusion can be deduced from the 

isothermal (1100°C) ternary phase diagram drawn to include the experi-

mentally determined lines of constant activity (see Fig. 35). A 

PbTio.sZro.s03 sample, for instance, is constrained to alter its overall 

composition only along the lines of constant Zr/Ti=l composition. There-

fore, the sample will not achieve an activity balance with the atmosphere 

until the lead rich liquid phase is formed. While the kinetics of the 

system may not allow this result in practice, sizable weight gains are 

possible. 

Additionally, it was established in Part II.B. that lead zirconate 

has a very wide range of non-stoichiometry with large variation in lead 

oxide activity (0.5 to 0.07). This was illustrated in Fig. 19. As the 

composition of a lead zirconate disc is altered by the evaporation of 

PbO from the system, the lead oxide activity of the atmosphere falls, 

creating additional weight changes that are not related to the ionic 
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PbO 
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Fig. 35. The PbO-Ti02-zro2 isothermal (1100°C) ternary phase 
diagram sketched to include the experimentally determined lead 
oxide isoactivity lines after the phase equilibria of Fushimi. 
The arrows indicate the compositional changes occurring to.a 
PbTi _ r;Zr 50~ sample equilibrating wiih any PbTi Zr 

1
_ o

3 
+ PbO 

mixtUf-e w1tl'l: x less than 0;5, or with pure leaa oxiae. The 
sample must transform totally to a liquid phase to achieve an 
activity balance with the atmosphere. 
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substitution mechanisms. 

The actual magnitude of both of these unwanted weight changes is a 

function of time at temperature, the PbO loss character of the particular 

system, and the amount of lead zirconate used. 

In the earlier studies of bismuth and niobium ionic substitutions in 

PZT, as summarized in Appendix A, the basic technique of Dungan et al. 10 

incorporating a burial powder of the same composition as the sample was 

used. This technique was modified, however, by replacing the burial 

powder with a solid PZT crucible, either single-phase or multi-phase, as 

discussed in Part II .A. There are several disti.nct advantages to this 

approach. First, experiments involving gravimetry may be performed. 

Second, PZT may be preprocessed as a powder in its own container, to 

firmly establish its exact stoichiometry and its homogeneity. In 

addition, the crucibles may be fabricated of most desired compositions 

facilitating experimentation, even when the crucible contains a reason

able amount of liquid phase. In a burial powder the liquid phase en

courages sintering, making for difficult sample removal. 

While reasonable data was obtained using single-phase PZT crucibles, 

even this approach is subject to small inconsistencies which result from 

the changes in the composition of the crucible. However, it was found 

that smaller errors are observed with the crucible technique than with 

the burial powder , when precautions were taken to maximize the repro

ducibility. Specifically, the sample powder and crucible powder must 

come from the same batch, and the sample must be placed within the 

companion crucible during a common calcination. In addition, the atmo

sphere crucible may be used for only the single experiment. 
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While the results obtained employing either crucible technique were 

within sufficient range of the predictions of the proposed models, the 

deviation from theory were greater with use of single..;,phase crucibles 

than with the use of the low constant activity multi-phase (CAMP) 

crucibles. The incremental weight losses observed were in the direction 

expected to result from a decrease in lead oxide activity of the 

"stoichiometric" crucible, as a result of the evaporation of PbO. This 

loss is unrelated to the ionic substitution mechanisms. The differences 

are illustrated in Figs. 30, 31, 33, 34, where the (a) curves describe 

results obtained in the "stoichiometric" crucibles and the (b) curves 

correspond to results obtained in low CAMP crucibles. 
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IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

The range of intrinsic and the nature of extrinsic non-stoichiometry 

in lead zirconate-titanate has been characterized. A simple method has 

been developed to obtain precise and reproducible control of the defect 

structure. 

Two different gravimetric experiments led to similar values for the 

Pb(Tixzr1~)03 single-phase region width. First, the development of high 

and low constant activity multi-phase (CAMP) crucibles made possible the 

gravimetric vapor phase equilibration of a PZT sample and a PbO atmo

sphere. Weight changes produced in obtaining equilibrium indicated the 

extent of the stoichiometric variations. Second, a modified Knudsen 

effusion experiment yielded the same width of the PZT single-phase region, 

the relative location of the stoichiometric compound within the region, 

and complete thermodynamic vapor pressure data. 

By modifying the vapor phase equiiibration technique, gravimetric 

analysis could be used to study the kinetics of solution of Bi, Nb, La, 

and Sc ions in PZT. Results indicated a lead vacancy defect structure 

created by the substitution of Bi, Nb, and La in the PZT lattice, and an 

oxygen vacancy defect structure for Sc, obeying electroneutrality rules, 

and following simple predictions of crystal chemistry (Bi and La. sub

stitution for Pb, Nb and Sc substitution for (Ti,Zr)). 

The production of multi-phase crucibles, in addition to allowing 

gravimetric experiments, afforded atmosphere control and a simple 

processing technique. Thus, it is possible to fabricate PZT materials 

with precise, reproducible and homogeneous intrinsic or extrinsic 

stoichiometry. 
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These experimental techniques should be applicable to any A-B-0 

compound, provided several requirements are satisfied at the desired 

temperature: 

1. The oxide vapor pressure of one cation must be high enough to 

allow vapor transport. 

2. The oxide vapor pressure of the other cations must be low 

enough to prevent any signif:i,.cant vaporization lo;ss. 

3. The "vapor phase equilibration" experiments require the 

presence of an equilibrium atmosphere of the high vapor pressure oxide, 

and an activity gradient sufficiently large to motivate the equilibra-

tion. 

4. The high vapor pressure oxide must have sufficient molecular 

weight to produce measurable sample weight changes. 

In addition, it would be useful if the composition of the vapor 

above the A-B-0 compound was specified by mass spectrometric analysis. 

This information is necessary to calculate the exact vapor pressures 

and activities from the Knudsen effusion data. 
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APPENDIX A: Bi and Nb Substitution in PbTL~ 5zr. 5o3 
27 

Table II. 

Sample 
dopln• 

_(mol%) 

_0.5 PbO 

1.0 PbO 

1.5 PbO 

0.5 TIO, 

1.0 TiO. 

0.5 BIO,_, 

1.0 BIO,,, 

2.0 BiO.., 

0.5 NbO ... 

1.0 NbOu 

------- PbO CONTROL 

---COARSE PACKING 
POWDER, PRE
SINTEREO PURE PZT 

-·- - DOPED PZT SAMPLES 

-·· ---Ti02 CONTROL 

Yac. I. Weight change cell. 

Observed Weight Changes in Doped 
Lead Zirconate-Titanate 
Sample wcehan•• Wtchan&'e 

'" "J.'ime (h) observed predleted 
(a I at 11150°0 (wt%)t (wt%1t.l 

34.813 11 -0.33 -0.345 

35.783 19 
(-1181 
-0.7 

(-120) 
-0.685 

12.879 20 
(-~ 
-I. 

(-~ 
-1.0 

35.273 10 
(-137? 
+0.39 

(-132~ 
+0.34 

38.356 
(+140? 
+0.63 

(+121) 
+0.680 

(+244) (+260) 
35.413 24 -0.50 -0.515 [I] 

(-177) (-182) 
42.010 32 -1.02 -1.03 [I] 

~~:'] 
(-432) 

39.214 41 
(-640) -2.05 [I] 

~70* -2.04 (-805) 
(-800) 

16.705 20 +0.120} 

29 
(+20) +0.175 [2] 
+0.167 (+29.3) 
(+28) 

20.231 28 +0.376 +0.344 [2] 
(+78) ( +69.5) 

•Extrapolated. 
'Number In parentheses is actual weight chanfo: (mg). 
>Number in brackets designates equation used or calculation: 

These experiments Indicate the substitution of Bl as Bi'• on 
the Pb" A lattice site of lead zirconate-tltanate, In agreement 
with the proposed model. Niobium dissolves as Nb" on the 
(TI,Zr)'• sublattlce of lead zirconate-titanate, as would be 
expected. The data for both Bi and Nb doping support a Pb 
vacancy charge compensation mechanism, and the solid solu
bility of each Is > 2 mol%. 

Although the high vapor pressure of PbO during the re
actions allowed Pb to be lost or gained readily by the lead 
zlrconate-tltanate samples, the reaction mechanism was com
plex and probably Involved the sluggish disappearance of a 
nonequillbrlum second phase. 

w 

"' z .. 
:t 
u 

0 

loU 

TIME (hours! ~or 1150•c 

to ~~2ro-..-~~~'o 

1.0% Pl>O 

',, 
__________ ....... _ 15-te ISCALEOI PbO 
. --x':"'-----

(AI 

I.O'YeTi01 

0 

(81 

10 20 30 
TIME lhoursl•r 1150't 

Fie. 2. Weliht chanao vs tlmo ut nso•c for lead zlrconalc· 
titanate specimen• wllh additions of ( .4) PbO and (II) TiO,. 

c;. 
! 0~+--r-~---+--~--+---r-~ 
w 

"' z .. 
:t 
u ... 
6 -!00 
~ 
~ ... 
0 
~ 
..; 
..J 
Q_ 

:1 
;;\ 

20 30 40 50 60 
TIME (hours! AT 115o•c 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~~ !O!_ ~·: 

Fie. 3. Weight change results ror lead zirconate-lilanate 
opeeimena with Bl and Nb addiliona eempared to predic
tion• or pr_oposed model. Cou:otl:.mcy. ol specimen weight8 
after 30 h believed to indir..atc· &.Hiuilibriuna; dntn normalized 

10 20-r; saniJ'ies. 

XBL 726-1206 

The solid state substitution of Bi and Nb ions in the perovskite 
crystal structure of PbTi . Zr 0 was investigated ':by samrle weight change 
at 1150°C after the techniaue'~eacribed by Weston et al.l An equilibrium 
PbO atmosphere was rrovided for the samples by a PbTi 

5
zr 5o3 

burial powder 
after Dungan et al. 0 (1962). The same sample was weighed , heated and 
held, cooled, re-weighed, and re-heated repetitively. 
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APPENDI« B: Integration of the Gibbs-Duhem Equation in the Lead 
Titanate and Lead Zirconate Single-phase Regions 

Lead titanate and lead zirconate may be considered as two component 

systems. If the activity of one component A (PbO) is a known function 

of composition, then the Gibbs-Duhem38- 40 Equation (D) may be solved 

for the activity of the other component B (Ti0
2 

or Zf02 ), provided at 

least one additional boundary condition is known. · 

(4) 

(5) 

It is expected that only a negligible amount of PbO can dissolve in 

either Ti0
2 

or Zro
2

, and those solid solution regions may be reasonably 

neglected. Thus, if Raoult's Law is applicable, it is clear that the 

unit activity of pure component B is negligibly lowered, and the 

activity of component B at the compound/compound plus solid phase 

boundary may be assumed to be 1.0 (aB0 at XB0 = 1.0), see Fig. l(b). 

Equation (5) may be partially integrated: 

This remaining integral may be solved graphically within the 

single-phase region (PbTi0
3 

or PbZro
3

) that extends from XBo to 

. 0 
XB = 0.5, where XB defines the maximum extent of non-stoichiometry 

(6) 
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(as determined by the modified Knudsen Effusion experiment discussed in 

Part I-B). Since the activity of component A has been determined as a 

function of composition in this region, the integral (6), is solved by 

itteritively calculating the area under the curve of (XA/XB) as a 

function of lnaA. 

This itteritive integration may be performed with the assistance 

of a computer; the fortran statements appear below.· If delta (6) = 

the maximum width of the Pb(B)o
3 

single-phase region, the most non

stoichiometric perovskite may be written as Pb1~6o6 (B)o
3

_6¢6 . Thus, 

the mole fractions are defined as follows: 

~ 
1-6 xo 1-~ -
2-b. ' = 

A 
(7) 

XA 
1-GOD 

XB 1-XA - = 2-GOD 
(8) 

An incremental width of the single phase region GOD= WL/(mol. wt. PbO) 

(gr~s of compound in the sample) is associated with the deviation in 

milligrams from perfect stoichiometry (WL), as reduced from the 

effusion data. This allows the calculation of the appropriate mole 

fractions, such that the activity of component A is specified as a 

function of the mole fraction of both components A and B through the 

single phase region. (Fig. 18, 19) 

These calculati.ons tabulated for lead titanate and lead zirconate. 

See Part I-B for the experimental details. 

The free energy of mixing of PbO and Ti0
2 

is calculated: 

Mix ( 
6G = RT lnaPbO + lnaTi0

2
). 

• 

; . ' 
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Computer program: -89-

c 
c 
c 

c 

c 

PRoGRAM HOL(INPUT,OUTPUT) 
DIME~SION R<s 0 >,XA(5oltXB<soltZ<Soi,AA<~oi•AB(S~I,GA<S61t~B<SoJ, 

0 WL<sol•F<ss>•XAGA<so>•XBGB<sol 
OlM~NSION G o<s0l 
DIMENSION WORo<i21 

11 READ 2' NtTtW~tiS 
2 FORMAT (IS•Fl0•3•Fl0•3•Fta•SI 

IF<Nl 99•99'1 
1 READ 16' <WMoCII•I=1'121 

16 FORMAT <t2A61 
8 PRINT zoo CWORO<II•I•t't21 

2o FORMAT <1H1, 12A61 
WL IS EQOAL TO THE POSITION WITHIN THE SINGLE PHASE REGION 

WL<N) BEING THE WIDTH OF'I THE REGION IN MnS 
WS IS THE WT, OF THE SAMP~£ JN GRAMS STOICHIO~ETRic cOMP, 

READ 3' (R(JitWLCI)ti=l'NI 
3 ~ORMAT (Fl0•4'Fto•4 1 

TEMP•T•273•t5 
DELTA IS EQDAL TO THE ~lOTH OF THE SINGLE PHASE REGION 
0ELTA=(WL(N)*WW)/C?23el894*WS) 
DO 25 I=t•N 
X8(ila:, 5 
XA<tl•eS 
XACNI=<t.-DELTAI/(2e•DELTAI 
GOn<II 3 (WLCII 0 WW)/(223•1B94*WSI 
~Aci>=<le•GOD<III/Cz,•GODCIII 
XB(ll•t••XACII 
i<II•XACII/XBCII 
A]JJJ•<4e67SE•7*RC11°S~RT<TEMPI/e48SI/(EXPC•z87so/TEMP+t7•o343SII 
GA<II=ALOGCAACll) 

25 CONTINUE 
PRyNT 4 

4 F'0RMATC3XtlH •*N*tbXt*TEMPCCl*t6Xt*MOL,wT. 0 t6XtoSTOICeWT,*,11Xt 
* *DELTA W* I 

PRyNT St NtTtWW,WStDELTA _ 
5 FORMAT <1H tl4tjX,tlo•3t3XtFlo•3•3X,F8eSt3X•E22e71 

PRtNT 6 . . 
6 FORMAT <1Hot6Xt 1HRt9XtzHXBt9X, 2HXAt 10 XtjHZt 10 Xt 1HAt 10 Xt 1HGAI 

PRyNT 7 , <R<II•Xs<~ltXA<IItZ(IItAACII•G•(Il•I=i•NI 

~8 F'f~Mf~E(1~~~~~~&~ 1 THE G~seS·oUHEM INTEGiATION 
GB IS ALSO THE NATUR~L LOG OF THE ACTIVITy OF cO~PONENT B 

GB<N>=o 
AB(Nl=l 

AB IS THE ACTIVITY OF COMPONENT 8 
N}:N•l 
DO ~8 l 11 ltNl 
} 11 N•I 

~BIJI 11G8(J+tl+(GA(J+ 1 1•GA(J))O(l(J+ji•Z~J)I/z 
AB(JI=EXP(GB(JI) 

28 CONTINUE 
DO 31 I=I•N 
XAGA(li=XACII*GA(I) 
XBGAlll=XBlii*GRCil 
F(Il=l•9B72*TEMP*(AAGA(li+XBGS<III 

31 CONTINUE 
?R ·-NT 9 T . • 

9_ F'0RM~TC4XtlH •*XB*•l2Xt*ACTIVITY A*t4XtoLOG ACT, A*t4Xt*ACTIV1TY 
* B*t4Xt*LOG ACT• B*,4Xt*FREE ENERGY OF MIXING*) 

PRINT 10, (XB(l),AA(lleGA(lltAB(l),GB(I)tF(IIti~l,NI 
10 FORMATclH ,Ell•3 9 3A,Elle3 9 3X,E11•3,3X,E}1•3,3X,Elie3 9 3X,Ell•3) 

GO TO 11 
99 SToP 

END 
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Tabulated data: 

GIBBS -DUHEM INTEGRATION- LEAD ZIRCON ATE 
dw/dt · . XpbQ 

(T= 1091 °C} 

~G~ (mg/hr} Xzro2 XpbQ Xzro2 O PbO Ozro2 
z.t>ooE.o? s.oooE-ol ".oooE-ot l.OOOE+OO s.z66E- 0 t 1•fdAE-o1 -3.33BE•ol 
2.340E.02 ".o3c;F..ol 4.<i65E-o1 9. 9631:.-01 4.7 3~E- 01 t•796E-ot ·J.HBE•nl 
2.2qoE.o;> 'i.044F"-Ol 4.956E.ot 9.!:l?6~="-nl 4.AJAE- 01 1•841E-o1 •JeJS}E+(H 
z.?n?E.oz s.oS;:>E.OI 4. 94!lE.ot 9• 794E".Ol 4.46oE-rn t•9o7E-ot •J.J53E•nl 
2 lq4E.o;:> s.tolE.ol 4.AQ7E_ol 9.59f'IE-Ol 4.4?3E-ot t•9?zE-o1 •J.364E•riJ 
z:tq4E.oz S.t2qF.Ol 4.87IE_ol 9.497~="-01 4•423[-11} 1•9zzE-o1 -3oJ7oE•oJ 
2.1A4E.n;::o 'i .14M:.n1 4

0
854E_o1 9•43;>E-01 4.4;>3E-o1 1•nzE-o1 -3 ·314E•;, l 

z.oqc..e:.oz s.t5oF.o1 4.H41E-Ol 9.38<;[.01 4 ·223E-,J 1 2•ooAE-o1 -J.J77E•o, 
1. 9DE.o?. S.t7SE-Ol 4.A;>5E_ol 9 .323F:-01 3.9t5E- 01 2•tSsE-ol •J.JBoE+QJ 
1 An9E.O(> s.JB3F:-Ol 4.AI7E_Ql 9.29SF-Ol 3.664£.., 01 z.z9zE-ol -3.3S1E•n.l 
1:771E+C2 s.t9'lE.:.oJ 4.AJoE_ot 9.26QF.01 3.58AE-r)l 2·337E-nl ·3.3B2E•Q1 
1.677E.02 '3.197F.:.Ol 4.Ao3E_ol 9.240E-Ol 3.)96E-rq z.459E-:J1 ·3.38JE•n3 
t.o?3E.oz S.201E.Ol 4.797E_ 0t 9.2191!-01 3.2'i7E-f'1 2•534E-o1 -3.3B3E•n1 
t.s~<.oE.o? s.211E.n1 4.7~7E_ot 9.1B;;>C:.Ol 3 .t59E-r; 1 2•628E-o1 ·3.3B4E•o.1 
t.3;)7E.oz s.zzsr..oJ 4. 77sE._ 01 9.}39~-01 2.6f38E-:1l 3•o47E-ol -3o384E·,;~ 
1.2o1E.o2 'i.233E.Ol 4.767E_ol 9.llnF-01 2.44SE-nJ 3o32;;>E-ol ·3.3B3E•~1 
9.99oE.ot s.l4oE-nl 4.76oE-ot 9.0ASE-Ol 2.oz3E-6t )o947E-nl ·3.392E•i1 
9.o,oE.oJ s.c4RE-ol 4.75?.E.ot 9.o56E-01 1 .835E-n} 4•311E-ol ·J.3BIE•ri~ 
7.6'iOE.Ol s.zs,f..ol 4. 74 7E-Ol 9.036F-Ol l.S49E·nt 5·026E-(11 ·3.379E+~1 
5 .250E.01 c;.z5,E.ol 4 .744E.ol 9.027E-Ol 1.ooJE-01 7.o6?E·(I1 ·3.37tlE•-iJ 
3.6ooE.oi S.25qf..01 4.74tE.ot 9.0l6F"-Ol 1 • 2 9 1 E - ,, ;> 9e9?.<;E•n1 ·J.376E•ril 
3.S7oE.01 s.c6IE-ol 4,719E-Ol 9.oo9E-Ol 7 .?.J;jE-o2 I•oooE•oo ·3.37SE•.;1 

GIBBS- DUHEM INTEGRATION- LEAD TITANATE (T = 1091 °C) 

dw/dt 
(mg/hr) 

1. 14 oE. o2 
I.o?oE.o?. 
1.otoE.oz 
9.BooE.oi 
9.6?0E.Ol 
9 4ooE.ot 
q• .3ooE.OI 
9.zooE.ot 
9 100E.01 
8·6~oE.Ol 
A.1"oE.oJ 
a:11oE,01 
7,7SoE.Ol 
7.4soE..ol 
6.w~oE.Ol 
6 6<;oE.01 
6:osoE.ot 
4 .R4oE.O! 
J.orsE.ot 
2.4ooE,oJ 
1. 9?SE + 01 
I.nc;E.ot 
1.oc;oE.ot 
6.sooE.oo 
'='. 7ooE.oo 
4.oooE.oo 

s.oooE_o-1 
s.o4RF.:.ol 
s.o7sE_ol 
s.oBQF..ol 
s.o9SF.Ol 
S.J02E.Ol 
S.I2IE.Ol 
'5.147E.Cl 
5 J55E_01 
5:16SF._01 
5 )7Af

0
01 

s:J9nf.-01 
5 20,r,E.Ol 
s•217E.Ol 
s:227E.Ol 
S.23i-E-Ol 
5.24tE-Ol 
c;.zs?F-01 
'5.2~''1E-ol 
c; .26<;E.nl 
s.;:>6AE-Ill 
s.;:>7nE-ol 
s.z7;:>E-ol 
s.z73f.-ol 
5.274E-1Jl 
s.z7sE-ol 

5 .oooE-ol l.ooor::.oo 
4.952E_ol 9.'.l12F"-Ol 
4,9?SE.ol 9.7o5E.Ol 
4.QJlE_ol 9 .oszr.o1 
4.9o5E.ol 9 627~".01 
4

0
A9RE.Ol q• .6o2F..ol 

4.A79E.ol 9.526f.Ol 
4 A53E 01 9.429~"_01 
4•A45E-01 Q•39~E-Ol 
4: w~se::o 1 9•360F-Ol 
4 A?2E 01 9 313E 01 
4:e1oE:o1 9:269E:o1 
4.H4E_o1 9.2o9E_Ol 
4.7~3E_ol 9.169E-Ol 
4.H3E.ol 9.13JF.Ol 
4.7~'~9E_ 01 9.I15E.ol 
4• 759E_ 01 9.0Alf-Ol 
4 .HBE-ol q.o4o~-ol 
4 • 719E_ 01 9.oo7E.ot 
4.7J5E_ 0t s.:.~91r-ot 
4.732E.ot A.9A;;>I".Ql 
4. 7JoE.ot R. H4E-o 1 
4. 7?AE_ 01 A.96qF-o1 
4.7;:>7E_ 01 
4. 7?6E-ot 

H.961F-ol 
A.~6o~="-ol 

4.7?SE-.1Jl A.9SAF-Ol 

z.Jo9E-oJ 
2.o66E.ot 
z.o4sE_oJ 
I.9tl5E.nJ 
1.94Rf.QJ 
1,904E-Ol 
1.9B3E-r~t. 
I.A63E.Ol 
t.A41E.OJ 
} 0 746E-OJ 
1 69!E_oJ 
t:,42E-oJ 
J.s7oE.ot 
I.S09E-OJ 
1.3B3E-ot 
J.31+7E-ot 
t.zzsf-ot 
q .AO?E-02 
6.22RE-o;:> 
4.AEqE.o? 
3.R9QE-o;:> 
z.5otE-o? 
z.t2"E-o;:> 
1.11AE-n? 
l.t54F.-n;:> 
A.tolF:-oJ 

4.796E-o2 
5.355E-o2 
s.406E-o2 
!;.Sf>7E-n2 
5e667E- 02 
s.794E-r. 2 
s·AS4E- 02 
s· 9 ~4~- 0 z s.9 sc:.-nz 
6.zA7E-ri2 
b.477E-o2 
6.654E•02 
6.9~+oE-o2 
7•!96E·o2 
7.79IE·o2 
7o9A4E•n2 
~.1o1E-o2 
l•o"SE-ol 
t·6o4E·ol 
2•oo4E-ol 
'2•444E-ot 
J.61+nE-ol 
4•?ttE-ot 
n.47lE·n1 
7.zAtE-'11 
l•oroE•oo 

/lGMIX 
PT 

-& .• Jo~+E•ol 
·6.123E+~1 
-6.133E+~l 
·o.J37E+nl 
-&.t4oE•oJ 
-6.J42E•nl 
·6·11+BE•;, 1 
·6. 1s6E+ 0l 
•6 o}59E + ri 1 
-o.162E•o1 
·6.J6SE•oJ 
·6.168E+(13 
·6.t72E•n1 
-6.I74E•ri~ 
-&.J76E•o1 
·6.J7oE•" 1 
·&.t78E+r)1 
•6o}7AE•n~ 
·6.} 77E• 1)1 
-6. r75~•o1 
-o.t74E•rH 
·6.t73E•oJ 
-~:~.t7tE•n1 
-&.t7nE•n1 
·6.]69E•ri~ 
-6.I69E+~J 

XBL726-6436 

• 

• 
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APPENDIX C~ A Tabulation of the Knudsen Effusion Experimental Data 

R = the Knudsen cell weight loss rate (dw/dt) in milligrams/hour 
T = the Knudsen cell temperature in degrees Centigrade 

I. PbO 

R 

(a) 
1. 333301/ 
1·62c:;ooo 
2o33130U 
2.437Sou 
9o131i4oo 
9o30n00l! 
9.oooooo 

1J.B7c;ooo 
5o9375oJ 
a.oooooo 

73oOOn00J 
75.5ooOO;i 
74.5onOO(I. 
37.50n0oi.i 
97.soooo~ 

97.ooooou 
b) 1•SOnOOu 

6."1511000 
12.soooo;,; 

1.333300 
lo62c:;Ooo 
2o33330G 
?..437500 
9,)31i40:J 
9.301)00~ 
9.00000J 

13.·B7c;ooc 
5.937500 
s.oooO!i(J 

73.ooooou 
7s.soooo~ 
74.50oOOil 
37.5ooooti 
97.soooo:.. 
97.oonOOv 

T 

794o}O 
794olO 
819•00 
823o8() 
B6B.oo 
t!66o10 
86uel0 
882o40 
B56o50 
869.9 0 
966.9o 
966,9o 
966.9o 
918.9{1 

too6.2o 
l006o20 

7tl7.on 
A49oO<J 
en.oo 
794.10 
794 ol 0 
819oOO 
923o80 
86Ao00 
866.10 
866.10 
8!:12.40 
8S6o50 
869.90 
966.90 
966.90 
966,90 
918o\IO 

l006o20 
I006o20 

JI. PbTi03 + Ti02 
R T 

(a) 
4.osoooo }09}o0() 

13-'iooooo ll!>B,oo 
23oOOoOOU 11BB.oo 
44oOooooa 1225oOO 

(b) 
43·0011000 1225oOO 

6.sooooo llt9,so 
43.75oOOJ 12l9o4C 
15.30oOOO 11!>6.00 
s.4ooooo 1103oOO 

(c) 
?.osc:;oou l057.oo 

6o000000 1102·00 
s.sooooo 1102.00 

lB.oooooo 1166.00 
10.001)000 112B.oo 

m. Pb Zr03 + PbO 
R T 

(a) 2.95oOOI.I 834,4(} 
7ol2oooo 870.90 

23.40000ii 929.40 
7s.ooooo:. 1001.00 

3!3.5onoou llOloOO 
(b) s.ol:!ooo;; as7.oo 

42.000001) 980.00 
25o.oooooo 1091.00 
240.000000 1091.00 
260.000000 1091.00 

ISl. Pb Ti 0 3 + Ti 02 
R T 

(a) 
ol87Sov 710.00 
o4672ou 764oOO 

lo20r.;Bou 803oOO 
b) 1oa.oooooo llOOoOC 

11· 70000.) 940oOO 
106.500000 1119.so 

(c) 93.00000;.) 1119.50 

3.)5300:) li43o00 
112.oooooo lU9loOO 
lt7.oooooo trt9loOO 

o12940iJ o4o.oo 
o187!>0u 710•00 
o467200 764oOO 

(d) 
1·20<;8()[1 8()3oQO 

4S.oooooo J016ooo 
19.350000 960oOO 
1A.5ooooo 960.00 

109oOOoOOO 11o2.oo 

"'Sf.. PbZr03 + Zr02 
R T 

(a) 1.62<;000 h7.so 
6.001)000 99lo00 

21.ooooou 1048,50 
27.400000 I068o60 
51oOOn00u 1101·00 

(b) JA.oooooo t09l.oo 
57.sooooo 1l26.oo 
65.ooooo:.~ 1I2&.oo 

XBL 726-6435 
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c 

c 

c 

c 

XN : N 
DXr = XN~lRTRT-ZRT** 2 
RXt = SOHTIZoSQS/(XN-2•>l 
PXy : R~I*SQRT<ZRTHT/D~ll 

SXI = PXI 
DXH = OXI 
~XH = HXI 
PXH = HXH*SQRTIXN/uXHl 
SXH=PXH 
SSH=SXH*l•987z 
sss:sxr• 1 .9a72 
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PRINT 99 
99 FOR~ATilH •*STANO,DEV.A*•SX•*STAND,oEV,R*•SXt*STAND.DEV,ENTHALPY*t 

*2X,•STANO•DEVeENT~OPY*l 
PRtNT J8' SXrltSXl•?SrltSSS 

38 F0RHAT(ElJ•4'JXtE13!4'3X'El3'4'7X•E 13'4l 
AD EQJALS THE A-cONSTANT FOR PURE PBO 

AO=-z·91634E•o4 
sO EQUALS THE B-cONSTA~T FOR PURE P8o 
so=l•74os7E•ol 

ACT IS THE ACTIVITY OF ~BO AT lOOO/T = •7 
ACT=EXP(IXH·AOl*l7E•4)+(Xt•BOJJ 
ACTA IS THE ACTtVI!~ OFI PeO AT lOOo/T =.a 
ACTA=£XP((XH•A0l*(ijE•4 l+(XI•aolJ 
PRINT loao -

lCOO FORMATllA •*A(AT lOooiT=,7l*tloX•*A(AT foooiT=.al•l 
PRINT tunl'ACf•ACTA 

l~Ol F0RHA1l 1R •Ezo•s•sA•Ezo•Sl 
GO TO 412~ 

4131) SToP 
END 
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APPENDIX D: Thermodynamics of PbO 

-6.0~~---------~~--~~---------~-------~----~~--

THERMOCHEMIGAL DATA 

~s.o 

-4.0 

-3 ·0 ~~--------._------~---------~o-o.,..----~o---------~5~0-o~ 
1000 1100 1200 13 14 0 

TEMPERATURE, °K 

XBL 726-6449 

Summary of the thermochemical data from the JANF Tables42 

for the equilibria between PbO vapor, Pb vapor, and o
2 

vapor, 
as a function of temperature. 
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If the system oxygen pressure becomes low enough, an undesirable 
lead vapor pressure may be established by the reduction of PbO vapor. 

-2 FROM JANF 
THERMOCHEMICAL DATA 

PbOM = Pb (V} + 1/2 02M 

. -4 
PbO, Po2 = 10 ATM. 

-3 Pb Zr03+Zr02, Po2=10-4ATM. 

~. 
1-
<( .. 
a.~ 

-4 
(!) 

g 

-5 

PbO, Po2= I0-6ATM. 

Pb Ti03+Ti021 Po2ai0-4ATM. 

PbZr03+Zr~. Po2=10-6 ATM. 

PbO, Po2= 10-8 ATM. 

Pb Ti03+ Ti02, Po2= I0-6 ATM. 

PbZr03+ Zr02, Po2= I0-8 ATM. 

Pb Ti03+Ti0z, Po2= I0-8ATM. 
-6 

-9 -8 -3 

XBL 726-6458 

PbO liquid is taken as the standard state. The PbO vapor pres
sure is set by the temperature of the condensed phase or phases as 
determined by Hardtl and Rau29 or Part I(b) of this study. Typical 
system values are assumed for the oxygen pressure. Thus the lead 
vapor pressure is calculated for any pPbO(T), K(T), and p0 : 

2 
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K = 
[~OJ 

= 

This type of display is useful for determining the minimum system 

oxygen pressure allowed without appreciably reducing the lead oxide 

vapor. Suppose non-stoichiometric PbTi0
3 

is to be heated at 1200°C 

-8 in a vacuum of 10 atm. It is shown in Fig. 23 that at this temperature 

the PbO vapor pressure is about 6.5 x lo-4 atm. It can be seen from 

the preceeding graph that these conditions would establish a lead vapor 

pressure of about 10-3 atm., hardly negligible. 

The same analysis may be applied to the equilibria between PbO 

liquid, Pb liquid and P0 • 
2 



r------------------LEGALNOTICE---------------------

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by the 
United States Government. Neither the United States nor the United 
States Atomic Energy Commission, nor any of their employees, nor 
any of their contractors, subcontractors, or their employees, makes 
any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or 
responsibility for the accuracy, completeness or usefulness of any 
information, apparatus, product or process disclosed, or represents 
that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. 
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